
DEFINING A FOYER
Question:  How can I define a foyer in my open-
concept home?  Or, do I need one?

Answer:  A foyer sets the tone for the rest of 
the house, making a powerful first impression.   It 
reflects your personal style and should be visu-
ally pleasing to allow others to feel welcome.
 Define the foyer by “separating” it from 
other connecting rooms. This can be done in a 
number of ways:  a low knee-wall, topped with 
columns can separate space; a wall treatment 
that is different from the rest of the surround 
area, yet color coordinates with other visible 
areas; a room divider, such as a screen which 
faces the door; a glass wall; wood latticework; a 
series of plants; define the floor space by select-
ing a different flooring for the foyer area, such as 
ceramic or natural stone tile.
 Basic foyer components consists of: coat 
closet; hall table or a chest for mail, keys, hand-
bag, etc; a mirror to make the area feel more 
open and to reflect light; some kind of seating for 
putting on and taking off footwear, whether it be 
a chair or bench; a place for footwear; and a wall 
treatment. 
 The actual decorating of this space will 
depend on the size and shape, as well as the 
adjoining rooms’ schemes. Adequate lighting is 
a must other than the overhead chandelier!  Use 
accent lighting such as wall scones, lamp light 
on the hall table, and/or spotlight a painting or 
sculpture, or illuminated stairway. Soften the 
tiled floor with a nice rug.
 As for the subtle but important details - 
greenery, preferably live, always compliments  
and brings welcoming life to the area. And lastly, 
remember the fragrance! Candles or potpourri 
lightly scents the house without overpowering 
the newcomer, while chasing away stale odors 
within the house.  You are now ready to let the 
door bell ring!
 Email your interior decorating inquiry to:
                renee@jenningsfurniture.com
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